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Temp lat e In t r od u c t ion
Templates are very powerful when used for the right purposes.
A good example is how the XI Configuration Wizards use templates for the host objects. The host object
template has a standard ICMP up/down check. This means if you ever wanted to change the thresholds, you
could change the template and then all hosts using that template will get the updated check.
You can use multiple templates in a layering fashion. As Nagios core reads the object definition, it looks at the
first template and obtains the settings. It then looks at the next template and layers those settings over the top
of the previous settings. This continues and builds the final object. In the Nagios XI GUI, with multiple
templates, the template at the bottom of the list will be overwritten by a template above it. Object directives
can be set to inherit that setting from a template, or ignore it. Other settings can be additive, like hosts, host
groups, contacts, contact groups.
For example you might have a master template that defines the base settings all services should use.
However, you have a bunch of service checks that require a specific time period. Create a separate template
that uses this time period and put that template at the top of the chain. The final service object that is created
will use the specific time period.
You can even create an empty template that uses a combination of other templates, this way you can use the
master templates across all your objects and easily add / remove other templates to the master template, in
turn reducing your administrative overhead. Be careful not to add more administrative overhead though.
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